
No one eats a peach, a plum, or an apple. No one eats. 
The trash cans are half-filled with Styrofoam fast food 
containers and coffee cups from earlier visitors. But 
now no one eats. No one talks either. Not a sound.

A young woman sprawls on one of the wood benches 
in the shade, another woman works on her laptop on a 
shiny black bench in the sun. They do not look at each 
other, there is no commerce between them, these two 
women at the fountain beside me. 

I have been coming to this fountain for twenty years. 
Half a lifetime ago, I was a young woman with small 
children who scrambled into the branches of the crab 
apple trees and disappeared in the red blossoms. Those 
trees are gone, replaced with new saplings no one can 
climb. 

This is the last fall I will visit the fountain. Will any-
thing of me remain? 

A week ago, the water’s surface was clear. Today where 
the light spills, yellow leaves drop and dapple the wa-
ter. 124 leaves bob in the fountain. Tomorrow the num-
ber will double. And the day after that there will be 496 
until finally leaves will clog the fountain. 

Last year the water had been turned off when I vis-
ited, as if winter was called in early for duty, the ba-
sin exposed, cracked, the machinery uprooted. At the 
time, I asked is there anything more desolate than a 
fountain with the water turned off and drained away? 
Now I’d say there are sights more desolate. An old man 
unsteady on his feet struggling on the curb, a moun-
tain that fire has robbed of trees. Still a public space 
designed for people to gather is laid bare and lonely 
when the fountain pumps no spray, makes no sound, 
and is empty. 

The sprawling woman has fallen asleep on her wood-
en throne; the woman on her lap top has shut its lid, 
packed up and departed. Weeks ago the planters were 
alive with bees. Today just two yellow jackets gather 
on the blue-flowered spikes of the coleus. And one dis-
appeared inside the ear of the apricot hued canna lily. 
Disappeared, I tell you. I’m waiting for his return. 38 
canna lilies, each with a green and yellow striped wing 
span of 3 feet, spread across 4 planters. In the next 
week, they will shrink until a maintenance crew will rip 
them out of the ground and haul them away. 

The train whistle on the outskirts of town blows long 
and familiar. How many times have I heard its passing 
call? The swoosh of distant traffic—steady like a paint 
brush drawn across a canvas. One white moth flits 
among the deep blue sage. The wind blows the spray 
to the shaded side—life always goes sideways, doesn’t 
it? Why one white moth? Smaller than a butterfly. Are 
moths solitary? I should know. Solitary things should 
know other solitary things. One black comb lies at an 
angle on the cement planter 3 feet from where I sit as 
if someone arranged it just so. Cheap, weightless, with 
the teeth broken and faded from being left out in the 
rain. A man I once loved carried a comb in the back 
pocket of his jeans. I reach out to touch the comb but 
hesitate. Better to leave it undisturbed. 

Number of days left before I leave this place for good: 
200, give or take a few. Number of times I will think of 
this fountain when I am gone: I cannot say. Number 
of cement stones circling the fountain: 30. Number of 
stones damaged: 1. Number of relationships begun at 
the fountain: 1. Number of relationships ended at the 
fountain: 1. Number of regrets: unfathomable. 

A way laid down for walking or made by continual 
treading or a combination of both. 

The path I take is off to the left- hand side of the road, 
invisible to most walking straight up the street to their 
destination. I noticed it because a woman emerged 
from the path and being curious I turned to the left 
and headed where the woman came from, who knows 
where. 

Immediately off the road is a grassy gravelly nothing, a 
place no one has done anything with. Cross that waste 
and you’ll see where the path begins. 

A path has two sides and a middle, at least this one 
did—each side a high portal of blackberries, holly, 
butterfly bushes grown higher than I knew they could 
climb, and yellow broom; people would say the growth 
is comprised of invasive species that most of the island 
tries but fails to rid itself of. Unruly, in summer at the 
height of its burst, the tall canes and vines and branch-
es overhang the path with their lilac colored globes of 
blossoms and ripe blackberries and dots of red. 

No gravel or stones have been laid upon the ground to 
construct a path—the path has been made by humans 
treading upon it over and over until they have van-
quished whatever springs up. Occasionally someone 
whom I have never seen hacks the sides back so that 
the path isn’t choked. 

The path bends out of the wild turbulence of vines and 
berries into a wooded section, bordered by evergreens 
and shady. Here the ground is often wet or soggy and 
as you progress, the ground becomes muddy, the light 
dim. This portion of the path backs up to a few hous-
es and one newly constructed apartment complex. 
Past them the path descends a slope where water is 
often draining before coming to a bridge that crosses 
the Winslow Ravine. That marks the end of the path 
as made by continual treading and so begins the ce-
ment sidewalk on the other side of the bridge. I often 
continue across the bridge and up the driveway of a 
condominium complex called the Vineyard where a 
trail begins open to the public. Here it is instructive to 
think about the difference between a trail and a path. 
The trail is named: The John Nelson Trail, and marked 
with a handsome sign. Someone maintains the trail, 
removing fallen trees and branches, laying gravel, put-
ting in a bench that overlooks the scenic ravine, and a 
bridge to cross a growing stream washing out the trail. 

Trails do not speak to me in the same way as my path. 
The path has not been planned; it sprung spontaneous-
ly from a direction people were moving in. Plotless. 
Walking the path feels like the most personal kind of 
walk I can take. When I take the path, I call out what 
I love—blackberry, butterfly, moth, hummingbird, 
branch, birdsong, puddle, tree, fall, step, fallen steps, 
footstep, open mouth, hello.

I’ve found my field. I wasn’t looking for a field, didn’t 
roam the world with the purpose of seeking it, as if I 
felt incomplete. No, I found my field by chance. 

Imagine walking down a sun-soaked street in an un-
known city, turning a corner you’ve never turned, ex-
pecting to confront more looming stories, and instead 
you find an open field, a flood of leaf-green and stalk-
green, one long brambled thing, every branch and stem 
going toward another, overlapping. It is a place put to 
no use—no playground or swing set, no fountain or 
statue, no bench that oversees a sunken garden. No one 
sets her chair beneath a tree and tunes her cello. The 
field is an empty mess of growth, a glorious, beautiful 
tangle—ungroomed, uncultivated, unshaped, where 
invasive species rule. 

My field is four acres of land, with named streets east 
and west, a gravel road on the north, and along the 
southern border a black chain link fence, bearing white 
roses, and then a fire lane and complex of condomini-
ums. On the eastern end, facing the harbor, are signs 
of cultivation, fragments of a pear orchard, and here 
the tall grass is mown in July. The mower takes all day, 
leaving the stacks of grass where they fall. 

The rest of the field is wild with blackberry bushes, Hi-
malayan and invasive, growing at every border, reach-
ing twelve feet high and laden with berries in August. 
Beyond where I can reach the tangles of black goblets 
hang in the blue sky, heavy with the scent of ripe fruit. 
A million berries stud the vines in great clusters, ripe 
black berries bubbling from the sun and heat, a riot of 
juice.

Women, sometimes with children, carry buckets full of 
the black bounty plucked along the borders of the field. 
It’s so easy, they practically fall into your hand. Fin-
gers do get pricked by the spines, which can’t be avoid-
ed—they come with the berry, unless you wear gloves, 
which mangle the fruit. Best to find a ripe berry and 
pull with a bare hand until it gives over to you in an 
epic release. 

It’s not just the borders that are rife with blackber-
ries. The field is overrun with them, thickets of the 
white-flowered-garlanded canes, intertwined, inter-
laced, interlocking, impenetrable. Since no one can 
pick all the berries, most will turn to rot. No one will 
pick them because no humans enter the field. When I 
try to make my way, the brambles grab my arms and 
legs, catching me until with great trouble I pull each 
vine away and retreat. 

Except for birds, the only visible creatures in the field 
are deer. I haven’t found where they enter, but the deer 
have found openings, for they come and go, fawn fol-
lowing doe. Mornings they browse through the field, 
eating the berries. The thorns do not forbear, but the 
deer are made for the field, for the blackberries and the 
stands of holly, grown tall as trees, and the pale grass-
es on the harbor side. They browse for hours, making 
their sly way among the berries, untouchable. 

The field is best for me in the early morning—a throb-
bing space of uneven green hung with mist, the bird-
song dense as the berries, moving so brightly from 
fence to thicket that I cannot follow, and the sky an im-
mense blotter of blue, as if a cloud were something to 
read about in a book. 

This field, my field, the field I didn’t know existed, will 
not last—it carries death within it. Sold for a pretty 
price, it will soon be plundered, buried under a foun-
dation, lifting a monument to the conqueror. I wish 
my arms could stretch wide enough to gather the field 
with its spines and juices, its berry bramble canes and 
far-flying birdsong, pull it to my chest and hold it close, 
its berry blood mine, and the canes could scramble for-
ever.
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